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Helical liquid of snake states
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We derive an exact solution to the problem of spin snake states induced in a nonhomogeneous magnetic field
by a combined action of the Rashba spin-orbit and Zeeman fields. The electron spin behavior as a function of the
cyclotron orbit center position and an external homogeneous magnetic field was obtained. It is shown that in an
antisymmetric magnetic field the electron spin in the snake states has only an in-plane projection, perpendicular to
the magnetic interface, which vanishes at large positive momenta. Applying an external homogeneous magnetic
field adds a finite out-of-plane spin component and simultaneously gaps out the spectral branches, which results
in regular beating patterns of the spin current components.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a spatially nonhomogeneous magnetic field, which
changes its sign across a magnetic interface, the Lorenz force
produces opposite cyclotron rotations of electrons on both
sides of the interface, resulting in a drift of carriers in snakelike
classical trajectories. Gapless excitations of snake states are
formed, leading to conduction along the magnetic interface.
The snake states have been a subject of active theoretical1–4 and
experimental5–7 investigations in two-dimensional electron
systems (2DES) formed in semiconductor heterojunctions as
well as in graphene.8–10 In a homogeneous magnetic field
the snake states are formed also along the lines separating
electrons and holes and play a key role in transport near
the charge neutrality point of topological insulators11,12 and
graphene.13–15
Spin-orbit interaction (SOI) provides an effective tool for
electrical control of the spin behavior.16 It enables physical
separation of the spin of charge carriers,17–20 permitting
spin transport properties in a non-Ohmic regime. Helical
one-dimensional states with opposite spins moving in opposite
directions can be effectively generated by a combined action of
SOI and a homogeneous magnetic field in quantum wires21–23
and at edges of 2DES.24–26 Suppression of backscattering processes and large interedge states equilibration length27,28 make
such spin edge states suitable for spintronics applications,29,30
particularly for quantum information processing purposes.31,32
As a distinction from spin edge states, the helical system of
snake states exhibits unidirectional motion, which emerges due
to the spatially nonhomogeneous magnetic field, and which in
combination with SOI can produce additional spin transport
channels with even richer physics.
Here we present an exact solution of the problem of spin
snake states that emerge due to the combined action of the
Rashba spin-orbit and Zeeman fields in the presence of a
magnetic interface, making use of the method developed in
Ref. 19. Our theory is equally applicable to the spin snakes
formed along p-n junctions in a homogeneous magnetic field.
We find that the energy dispersions are described by the main
Landau number, the spin-parity and the spin-chirality quantum
numbers. In an antisymmetric magnetic field the spin-split
quasi-bulk Landau levels are degenerate with respect to the
spin parity. Close to the magnetic interface this degeneracy
is lifted except the point where the even and odd spin1098-0121/2013/88(19)/195404(5)

parity terms cross. We demonstrate that for such a magnetic
field profile the average electron spin has only a projection,
perpendicular to the magnetic interface. Moreover, this spin
component vanishes for states with large positive momenta,
which implies that electrons in such spin snake states execute
semiclassical cyclotron orbits with opposite rotations and
opposite spins on both sides of the magnetic interface. When
an additional homogeneous magnetic field is applied, moving
the total averaged magnetic field slightly away from zero, the
spin-parity symmetry is broken and we find that the average
electron spin exhibits a jump, acquiring a finite out-of-plane
component. Towards the magnetic interface the in-plane x
component (perpendicular to the interface) of the electron spin
becomes finite while the out-of-plane z component decreases.
Both spin projections show an oscillating behavior before the
z component will tend to zero and the x component to a
finite value. This is consistent with changes of the Rashba
field in parallel to the transformation of the electron circular
motion into an unidirectional one along the magnetic interface.
Furthermore, at the energies corresponding to the crossings in
the spectrum of the spin snake states, we find strong peaks
in the spin current. Applying an external uniform magnetic
field gaps out the electronic spectral branches and produces a
helical liquid of spin snake states resulting in regular beating
patterns in the spin current components. These predictions
of the properties of spin snake states can be used in an
experimental probe of this special class of helical liquid and
be of practical relevance for spintronic applications.
II. THEORETICAL CONCEPT

Consider a 2DES formed in a quantum well parallel to the
(001) plane of a zinc-blende semiconductor heterostructure.
A nonhomogeneous antisymmetric magnetic field, sign(x)B0 ,
together with an external uniform field, Bu , is applied
perpendicular to the 2DES. In the presence of the Rashba
spin-orbit and Zeeman fields, the effective Hamiltonian of the
system can be written as
π 2
1
1 + α[πx σ̂y − πy σ̂x ] − gμB B(x)σ̂z . (1)
2m∗
2
Here m∗ is the electron effective mass, π the kinetic momentum, 1 and σ̂x,y,z the unit and Pauli matrices in spin space, μB
the Bohr magneton, α and g the strength of Rashba SOI and the
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Landè factor, respectively. In the Landau gauge with the vector
potential A = [0,xB(x)] where B(x) = Bu + sign(x)B0 is
the total magnetic field, the Hamiltonian (1) is invariant
under translations along the y direction and we can reduce
the two-dimensional Schrödinger equation into an effective
one-dimensional problem making use of the ansatz (x,y) =
eiky y χky (x). Here ky is the electron wave vector and χky (x) =
|χ1ky (x),χ2ky (x)|T the spinor wave function. We introduce
√
dimensionless quantities for the x coordinate,
√ 2x/ lB , and
for the center of cyclotron orbit,
√ X(ky ) = 2ky lB , in units
of the magnetic length, lB = h̄/eB, and for the electron
energy, ε/h̄ωB = ν + 1/2, in units of the cyclotron frequency,
ωB = eB/m∗ . Here B = Bu + B0 and it is assumed that
Bu ,B0 > 0. Then we can cast the Schrödinger equation for
χky (x) in the following compact matrix form



χ1ky (ξ )
hν±λ ±h±
= 0,
(2)
χ2ky (ξ )
±h∓ hν∓λ
√
√
where ξ = x θ (x) ∓ X(ky )/ θ (x) with the upper (lower)
sign corresponding to x > 0 (x < 0). The step function θ (x) =
1 for x > 0 and θ (x) = |Bu − B0 |/(Bu + B0 ) for x < 0. The
operators in Eq. (2) are defined as


1
ξ2
d2
1
ν
+
±
λ
−
hν±λ =
+
,
dξ 2
θ (x)
2
4
(3)


ξ
d
γ
∓
,
h± = − √
θ (x) 2 dξ
where
the dimensionless parameters γ = 2α/vB (vB =
√
2lB ωB is the cyclotron velocity) and λ = gμB m∗ /2eh̄
describe the spin-orbit and Zeeman fields, respectively, and
γ depends on the magnetic field strength.

 DμR (ξ R )
DμR− (ξ R )

+
 R R
R
DμR− −1 (ξ R )
 c+ Dμ+ −1 (ξ R ) c−
det 
R
DμR (ξ R )
 DμR+ (ξ )
−
 R
R
DμR −1 (ξ R )
 c+ DμR −1 (ξ R ) c−
+

−

In the absence of SOI, h± = 0, the solution of Eq. (2) is
given in terms of the scalar parabolic cylindrical functions,
Dν (x).4 For ν  −1/2 and ν = 0,1,2,... there exist two
independent solutions, Dν (x) and Dν (−x) and Dν (x) → 0
only for x → +∞. Making use of this behavior, we construct
the solution of the matrix equation (2) satisfying the boundary
conditions at infinity in terms of the following spinors


 L

c± DμL± −1 (−ξ L )
DμR± (ξ R )
L
R
χ± (ξ ) =
, χ± (ξ ) =
,
R
DμL± (−ξ L )
c±
DμR± −1 (ξ R )
(4)
which represent the independent bulk solutions of Eq. (2),
exhibiting single particle peaks on the left and right hand sides
of the magnetic interface for both ± signs, when


1 γ2 √
1
L,R
ν+ +
± D ,
μ± =
θ (x)
2
2
(5)
√

 2

√
γ
θ (x) 1
1
L,R
c± = −
−λ+
± D .
γ
2
θ (x) 2
Here D = γ 2 (ν + 1/2 + γ 2 /4) + θ 2 (x)(1/2 − λ)2 and the index L (R) refers to the x < 0 (x > 0) values of respective
quantities. To satisfy the boundary conditions at the magnetic
interface and to obtain the spectrum of spin snake states, we
form a linear combination of the independent bulk solutions
(4) as
ψ(x) = aL χ+L (ξ ) + bL χ−L (ξ ) + aR χ+R (ξ ) + bR χ−R (ξ ) (6)
and obtain the coefficients aL,R and bL,R from the continuity of
the new spinor wave function ψ(x) and its derivative ψ (x) at
x = 0. This 4 × 4 eigenvalue problem has a nontrivial solution
if the respective determinant vanishes, from which we obtain
the exact dispersion equation for the spin snake states

L
−c+
DμL+ −1 (−ξ L )
−DμL+ (−ξ L )
L
−c+
DμL −1 (−ξ L )
+

−DμL (−ξ L )
+

The energy dispersions εlpq are described by the main Landau
quantum number l = 0,1,2, . . . and the spin-parity, p =
±1, and spin-chirality, q = ±1, quantum numbers. In an
antisymmetric magnetic field (Bu = 0) the electron system
coupled with SOI, possesses a spin-parity symmetry and the
eigenvalue problem reduces to two 2 × 2 matrix equations.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Energy spectrum of spin snake states

Using Eq. (7) we carry out numerical calculations of the
spectrum of spin snake states in 2DES residing in InAs
quantum wells for realistic values of the parameters h̄α =
112.49 meV Å, g = −14.8, and m∗ = 0.026me where me
is the free electron mass. Notice that both the Rashba and
Zeeman fields can be significant in these structures, however,


L
−c−
DμL− −1 (−ξ L )

−DμL− (−ξ L ) 

L
−c−
DμL −1 (−ξ L )
−

−DμL (−ξ L ) 
−

= 0.

(7)

x=0

in relatively weak magnetic fields the SOI dominates, i.e.,
γ
λ.
In a real experiment an abrupt variation of the magnetic
field was realized by depositing a ferromagnetic stripe above
an electron gas that by the application of a magnetic field
parallel to the 2DES and perpendicular to the stripe produces
a perpendicular component of the magnetization underneath
the stripe (see, e.g., Ref. 7). The obtained exact profile of
the magnetic field at low temperatures can be adequately
approximated by a magnetic step with two levels of positive
and negative magnetic fields B  0.5 T.7
Figure 1 shows the energy spectrum of snake states,
εlpq (ky ), as a function of the cyclotron orbit center position
X(ky ). Introducing the spin-orbit and the Zeeman fields in
the presence of a magnetic interface removes the degeneracy
of the usual Landau structure in a specific way. Groups of
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy dispersions of spin snake states
as a function of the position of the cyclotron orbit center for: (a)
Bu = 0 and (b) Bu = 0.2B0 . For given Landau number l = 0,1,2 . . .
the four energy branches are described by the spin-parity, p = ±1,
and the spin-chirality, q = ±1, quantum numbers and are depicted,
respectively, by solid, dashed, dotted, and dash-dotted curves. Insets
are zooms of the open rectangles. In the main figure the arrows indicate the crossing points of the even and odd spin-parity energy terms
while in the insets the arrows depict the electron average spin. The
spin-orbit and Zeeman field parameters are γ ≈ 0.3 (for B0 ≈ 0.2 T
and Bu = 0) and λ ≈ 0.1.

four different energy levels are formed for given main Landau
number l. In an antisymmetric magnetic field [cf. Fig. 1(a)]
the energy branches far from the magnetic interface represent
the spin-split quasibulk Landau levels, which are described
by the q = ±1 spin chirality for given l. The splitting energy is
determined by the strength of the spin-orbit and Zeeman fields.
Each quasibulk Landau level remains partially degenerate due
to the spin-parity symmetry. Usually, a magnetic field breaks
the spin parity,22 here, however, the combined action of the
magnetic interface and the SOI preserves the spin parity in the
bulk. Close to the magnetic interface, snake orbits with even
(p = 1) and odd (p = −1) spin parities start to hybridize,
which removes the degeneracy of the spin snake states except
in one singular point where the even and odd terms cross. The
application of an external uniform magnetic field [cf. Fig. 1(b)]
brakes the spin-parity symmetry—the singular crossing points
are converted into anticrossings and the branches of the
spectrum become fully spin-resolved. In this case, the energy
of the quasibulk Landau levels is determined by the two
different cyclotron frequencies,33,34 and this is an extra source
of asymmetry in the spectrum.
B. Average spin of snake states

The combined action of the magnetic interface and the
spin interactions has critical consequences for the behavior
 of +the electron average spin projections, Sx,z (ky ) =
dxψ (x)σ̂x,z ψ(x), which are calculated using the energy
dispersions εlpq (ky ). We observe in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) that
in an antisymmetric magnetic field (Bu = 0) the average spin
vanishes in the bulk at large positive values of the momentum
for any values of the spin-parity and the spin-chirality quantum
numbers. The Sx projection of the spin vanishes in the limit
of X(ky ) → +∞ because of the electron circular motion.

FIG. 2. (Color online) The Sz and Sx spin projections of the snake
states for the lowest l = 0 Landau band as a function of the position
of the cyclotron orbit center. (a) and (c) are for Bu = 0, and (b) and (d)
are for Bu = 0.2B0 . In (a) the upper (lower) inset shows the charge
density
√ profile of the snake state versus the x coordinate in units of
lB / 2 for the cyclotron center position at X(ky ) = +8 (X(ky ) = −8).
Arrows show the direction of the spin z component in the respective
charge density profiles. The other parameters and the type of curves
corresponding to the p = ±1 and q = ±1 states are the same as in
Fig. 1.

The snake state exhibits a spatially separated double peak
(a single peak) structure in its charge density profile across
the magnetic interface for positive (negative) values of k [cf.
the upper (lower) inset in Fig. 2(a)]. We find that the real
spins of the pure states (4) with the isospin indices L and R,
corresponding to the magnetic field sign on the lhs and rhs
of the magnetic interface, are linked together in the formation
of the spin snake state in such a way that it has a vanishing
Sz component of the spin [cf. Fig. 2(a)]. This correlation is
due to the combined effect of the magnetic interface and SOI
and occurs even for arbitrary large positive values of k when
correlations between the charge density peaks disappear. Thus,
the presented exact solution in an antisymmetric magnetic
field describes the electron dynamics in spin snake states with
opposite cyclotron rotations and anticorrelated spins on both
sides of the magnetic interface.
The application of an external homogeneous magnetic field
destroys this spin-parity symmetry, and the Sz projection of
the spin jumps from zero to a finite value. This jump is
strongly pronounced at the crossing points, Xc , of the energy
branches with the even and odd spin parity [cf. the peaked
behavior of Sz at Xc ≈ 0.71 for the solid and dashed curves
in Fig. 2(b)]. In the opposite limit of X(ky ) → −∞ the snake
states exhibit a unilateral motion along the magnetic interface
and Sz vanishes. As seen in Fig. 2(c), being zero in the bulk
the Sx spin projection becomes finite when the electron moves
towards the interface. This behavior is modified in a finite
external homogeneous field [cf. Fig. 2(d)]. It is seen that close
to the interface Sx starts to oscillate before reaching the finite
value. Notice also that the orientation of Sx is independent
of the direction of the total averaged magnetic field, which
determines, however, the orientation of the Sz projection.
C. Spin current carried by snake states

An external homogeneous magnetic field brakes the spinparity symmetry, removing not only the degeneracy of the
quasibulk p = ±1 Landau levels with a vanishing velocity
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The Jyx (Jyz ) current of the x (z) spin projection along the magnetic interface shown as a function of the Fermi
energy in the main figure (in the inset). The dotted, solid, dashed,
dot-dashed, and dot-dot-dashed curves are calculated, respectively,
for Bu = 0,0.01,0.2,0.8, and 1.2B0 . The other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 1. The arrows show the positions of the local beatings
and peaks, corresponding to the crossings in the spectrum of spin
snake states in Fig. 1(a).

application of an external uniform magnetic field induces
local peaks and beatings, respectively, in the current of the
Sx and Sz spin projections versus the Fermi energy (compare
the curves corresponding to Bu = 0 and Bu = 0.01B0 in the
main figure for Jyx and in the inset for Jyz ), which appear
precisely at the crossing points of the energy levels with even
and odd spin parity. Note that the charge current does not
exhibit such beatings or peaks. When increasing the applied
uniform field, the shape of the energy dispersion changes and
the peaks are broadened. As seen in Fig. 3, for 0 < Bu < B0
the overall magnitude of Jyx increases monotonically with Bu .
For Bu = 0.8B0 it shows almost a linear dependence on the
Fermi energy because the velocity of extended snake orbits
is linear in εF while the x component of the average spin
Sx is approximately directed along the x axis. However, this
monotonic tendency in the dependence of Jyx versus Bu ceases
to exist at Bu = B0 . For Bu > B0 the magnetic field does not
change its sign at the magnetic interface, the extended snake
orbits are transformed into the spiral orbit states with a smaller
velocity and this results in a suppression of the spin current,
which is seen in Fig. 3 for Bu = 1.2B0 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS

but, what is more important for transport, gapping out spectral
branches of the extended snake states at the crossing points
Xc close to the magnetic interface (cf. the insets of Fig. 1).
Thus, the combined effect of the magnetic interface and
the spin interactions induces a helical liquid of spin snake
orbits with additional channels for carrying an uncompensated
spin current.
The overall spin current is calculated from

Jyx,z = Sx,z (ky )vy (ky )|εlpq (ky )=εF where the sum is over the
quantum numbers of current carrying spin snake channels at
the Fermi energy εF and the electron group velocity along
the magnetic interface is vy (ky ) = ∂εlpq (ky )/∂ky . We use this
definition of spin current, which is intuitive from a physical
point of view and is widely accepted.35,36 We calculate the
spin current at T = 0. At finite but low temperatures the
predicted structures in the spin current will be broader and
smoother but still pronounced. In Fig. 3 we observe that the

In conclusion, we demonstrated that in the presence of
Rashba SOI the spin snake states in an antisymmetric magnetic
field have zero out-of-plane spin projection, independently
of the cyclotron orbit center position. Applying an external
uniform magnetic field destroys the spin-parity symmetry,
gapping out the spectral branches of the spin snake states
with finite velocities. It leads to new structures in the behavior
of the spin current components. These predictions are of
experimental relevance in spin transport phenomena and have
a potential for spintronic applications.
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